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This workbook's fifth edition has been updated to reflect questions and question types appearing on

the most recent tests.    Hundreds of math questions in both multiple-choice and grid-in formats with

worked out solutions  Math strategies to help test-takers approach and correctly answer question

types that might be unfamiliar to them  All questions answered and explained   Here is intensive

preparation for the SAT's all-important Math section, and a valuable learning tool for college-bound

students who need extra help in math and feel the need to raise their math scores.
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20+ years ago, I wanted to go to grad school and had to take the GRE, GMAT, or LSAT. So I

started with the GRE. In high school, I was misinformed about test prep. Like so many of the

previous generations, I went along with the myth that a student could not prepare for the SAT. So, I

didn't.I remember well the day I took the SAT. And I'm still mad. I was an AP Calc student being

tested on middle school math at best. It wasn't that I was not good at those types of problems, I was

just rusty and ran out of time. So when I was preparing for the GRE, I got a hold of a Barron's math

guide and did every problem over and over. It worked well enough to get me a 790.Now that I tutor

full time, when a top student finishes all of the College Board problems and asks, "What else can I

do?" my answer is always the same, "Go get Barron's and get going."This book does not cover

everything, that would be too big. It does cover enough to score over 700. The difficulty level is spot



on and sometimes a little tougher than the actual test, which is a very good thing.How to use this

book: First do every problem in the College Board study guide and make a list of the types of

problems that you keep missing. Get tutoring, or look up lessons online, and learn or refresh the

concepts of the problems you missed. Then go and do your weakest concepts in this book. Do not

focus only on your strengths it is in doing the painful work on doing what you do not want to do that

real improvement is achieved.

By far the most comprehensive math test prep book. I've taught an SAT course in my high school

for 16 years and have considered at least 7 other books. It includes strategies, lots of examples,

and whole tests which are quite comparable to actual tests given by College Board. My students

marvel at how many questions are almost identical to ones they find on the "real" test they take - the

author is excellent at predicting just what students need to know, and then coaching them to

understand just that!!

Better by far than the Kaplan or Princeton study books, Barron's problems are very/most similar to

the CB SAT actual problems. If Math is your weaker part of the SAT, which it is for my son, try

adding this and having them study weekly.We set up Saturday mornings for SAT review only and it

went along way to helping to improve scores in math. Add in completing the SAT Question of the

Day from CB, once a month doing all that months problems (takes less than an hour), then you are

well on your way to an improved SAT score.Update, Well it works , it my son's SAT Math score from

680 which is OK o a 750 in october 2013. Would suggest you can move of +60 points easily by

using Barrons Math workbook, it worked for my senior

I am a big fan of the Barron's books because they provide SO MUCH practice. I am a tutor, and it is

way more convenient to have access to this book, than to find questions online or write them myself.

The only downside is that some of the Barron's questions are WAY harder than the test, freaking

out my students.

My daughter aces the English questions on the SAT but struggles with math, so it's great to have a

workbook that concentrates just on her problem area. It's also very helpful to have a book that really

explains the answers. Barron's is a trusted authority, so that was just icing on the cake.

This book was fantastic. I took the SAT in high school and scored a 500 on the Mathematics



section. I later took the SAT during my first year of college, during which time I learned Mathematics

topics covered on the SAT. I felt more prepared overall, but decided to get a workbook. I'm glad that

I purchased this book. The problems in the workbook are slightly harder than those on the actual

tests or practice tests in the Official SAT Study Guide. I took both practice tests in the workbook

after successfully completing the entire text and scored 800 on both of them. I also own the Official

SAT Study Guide, and scored close to 800 on all 10 of the available practice tests in the second

edition. This book has been an absolute saving grace for me. I'd highly recommend it to anyone

who is struggling with the Mathematics section of the SAT!

I am a math teacher and I teach an optional after school or summer SAT math prep class. I have

used this book every year so far (three years total) and love it. It covers every possible math topic. It

breaks the concepts into small chunks and gives a wide variety of problem types. I would

recommend this for a class or individual study.

It might over prepare you and the content is pretty advanced but thorough. If you study very well

with this, there is not reason why you shouldn't get close to a perfect on the math section.
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